2000 vulcan 750

Make Kawasaki. Model Vulcan. And not just because it's powered by the biggest OEM V-twin
engine on the market. In every detail, the Vulcan exudes the highest quality of craftsmanship
and design, offering technology and style that is unmatched by the competition. Displacing a
massive 2, cubic centimeters, the Vulcan V-twin engine is the first in a production motorcycle to
feature a mm bore. People will simply be astounded when they see this new Kawasaki Vulcan,"
Orbe added. Wheelbase Seat Height This is a Customized Kawasaki Vulcan It only needs a rider
to jump on, turn the key and hold on! Here are the details: Performance Upgrades:Thunder Mfg.
It has lots of extras and you can seen the pictures. Fuel Capacity5. Seat Height Model Vulcan VN
Runs Great looks nice needs a good home lots of extras miles. This bike was purchased brand
new in November, It only has 1, miles on it. It doesn't get used as much as I would like so it has
to go. This bike has the massive cc V-Twin motor with electronic fuel injection, it is a joy to
drive! The bike is in phenomenal condition and has never been laid down. The bike is
completely stock. I have clean and clear title in hand. Brand new battery installed 6 months ago.
Tires are original and have plenty of tread but it is often recommended to change motorcycle
tires every few years regardless of tread depth. There is one small ding on the front fender and
a 2 inch long scratch that can probably be polished out or at least lightened up, see pics. There
are also a few stone chips on the front fender as should be expected. Remaining balance via
certified funds within 7 days of auction end I can store bike for up to 30 days of auction end but
full payment is required within 7 days. Water cooled, shaft drive, great torque. Very good
condition, runs great, low mileage less than miles and always garaged. Brand new battery. Also
have a new set of drag bars, grips, mirrors and bullet lights that I never got around to installing.
V-twin cruiser. Excellent condition. Nice shiny original factory paint, chrome, and seat. Well
cared for, and maintained. Only 39K miles. Includes windshield. Runs great. This bike has been
inspected and serviced by one of our highly experienced technicians. It is ready to ride. As with
all our bikes, it was given all fresh engine fluids, and any issues that were found were either
repaired or the item replaced. Stop by and check it out anytime. Model Nomad ABS. Not even
broken in, the mileage on this bike is just since new! Model Vulcan This bike is in great shape.
Just got out of the shop with new Stator and also new windshield less then a year old. Bike runs
and ride great. It was my first bike. Reason for selling is I upgraded to bigger bike. Model Klx
Looks brand new. PA title and both seller and buyer need to be present for the title transfer.
Only serious offers! Model Kx Like new!!!! Just in time for winter!!! Call Dan for more
information! Model Zrx R. Great for men and women. Very easy and fun to ride. Has a small dent
in the front fender and on the back of one mirror see pictures. The Vulcan delivers "modern"
cruisin style centered around the throbbing sound and look of a high-tech V-twin engine. Lots
of chrome, a low seat height, a laid-back riding position put together with the optional Tour
Package, and you have a cruiser ready to go the distance. Day Heights, OH. Gresham, OR.
Fairbury, IL. Eaton, NH. Cripple Creek, CO. Eau Gallie, FL. Brooksville, FL. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Vulcan Year Make Kawasaki Model
Vulcan. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Kawasaki Model Vulcan Year Make Kawasaki Model Klx Year Make Kawasaki Model
Kx Year Make Kawasaki Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The Vulcan was Kawasaki's first cruiser and first V-twin
engine , introduced in late as the model. The US name was changed to Vulcan to reflect this.
The VN remained largely unchanged throughout its year production run with only minor
adjustments to the components and varying paint schemes. The VN was unique in its class by
featuring a more reliable shaft drive usually found on larger cruisers. The VN also featured
adjustable air shocks front and rear, with Showa 4-way valving on the rear. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Retrieved 11 March Cycle World. Archived from the original on 8 July
Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycle
stubs. Hidden categories: All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from December All stub articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Kawasaki Vulcan Year Type. Versys KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja R.
Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2 SX. Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja
ZX-RR. This motorcycle, scooter or moped-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by
expanding it. Kawasaki vulcan specs kawasaki vn vulcan kawasaki vn a9 vulcan kawasaki vn
specifications and. Kawasaki Vulcan Specs Kawasaki vulcan specs kawasaki vn vulcan
kawasaki vn a9 vulcan specifications and pictures kawasaki vn specifications and pictures.
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Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
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Non-necessary Non-necessary. Other than the Vulcan S, Kawasaki has great models in the
Vulcan range. Kawasaki has made sure to make a mark in the motorcycling industry because
these are genuinely great bikes. Having a look at the Vulcan can sometimes seem like these are
unstoppable bikes, and nothing can go wrong. This problem is apparent in most Kawasaki
Vulcan models. The issues that result from a failing oil gear pump will usually show up between
4, miles and 15, miles on the bike. Keep in mind that the oil gear pump problems mostly affected
older variations of the Vulcan. This includes models from through to This was due to Kawasaki
having installed a plastic oil gear pump instead of a metal one. These plastic pumps were weak,
and a lot of Vulcans faced the issue of having to replace it. The problem was solved by
Kawasaki replacing the pumps under warranty. These days, there are only a few Vulcan models
that experience this problem. This is because Kawasaki went and upgraded the oil gear pump
from plastic to metal. The problem was more apparent on the Vulcan Classic models, and
owners opted to replace the oil gear with a third party one. Replacing the oil gear pump seems
to solve the symptoms listed above. This particular problem with the stator is apparent on the
Vulcan Classic, Vulcan , Vulcan models. Stators are generally in charge of the charging system
on a bike. This is why problems with a stator will typically seem like battery or charging
problems. If you face one of these symptoms, a visit to the mechanic might be the next logical
step. These will all be necessary tests to undergo to get to the root of the problem. These can
usually be done at home if you have the required tools and knowledge to diagnose the Vulcan. If
the problem seems to be battery related, a replacement battery or charging it properly usually
alleviates the problem on the Vulcans. There is a variety of choices for these parts that range in
quality and longevity. Unfortunately, not all owners faced with this issue can replace the parts
and solve the problem. In a few unlucky instances, the parts were exchanged for new ones, and
a few days later, the parts died out, and the owner was back to the same problem again.
Although these instances were pretty rare, the problem persisted, and a few owners went as far
as rebuilding the whole stator unit on the Vulcan. This issue occurs most often on the Kawasaki
Vulcan The drive pulley on the Vulcan drives the belt, and most owners facing the problem
experience noises coming from the belt. When it comes to these Drive Pulley problems on the
Vulcan, it can indicate issues with different components. Problems with the drive pulley will
usually show themselves as noises coming from the belt. It sounds like the belt is rubbing up
against something and producing a squealing noise. Owners of the Vulcan who came across
this problem stated that it showed up after the bike had fallen or had gotten into an accident.
This can also happen after a replacement of the belt. The belt tension on the Kawasaki Vulcans
is very sensitive. This means that adjusting the belt incorrectly will usually result in a noisy belt
or faulty drive pulley system. So, belt tension that is too tight or too loose will bring up issues
with the belt and drive pulley system on the Vulcan. Most problems that arise with a noisy belt
usually indicated an incorrectly adjusted belt tension. Drive pulley problems usually occur
between 2, miles and 9, miles on the Vulcan Swapping out the belt for a new one can work, but
the tension has to be just right when installing the new drive belt. So it is recommended to have
a mechanic or dealership deal with the installation. Having visited a mechanic, other owners
found out that the nut on the drive pulley had come loose. This is a different issue, and the
noise from a loose nut on the drive pulley will only happen when the bike is coasting. The nut
coming loose is not as common as the belt issue but does affect a lot of riders. A loose nut can
result in some wear and tear on both the drive pulley and the output spline shaft. The only
difference is that the whining noise is very high pitched and seems to be coming from the left
side of the engine. The problem usually points to a failing stator. Aftermarket or third party
stators are available for the Kawasaki Vulcan models. This problem affects a few Vulcan
models. The Vulcan gives of a rattling noise coming from the transmission. This is a problem
that mostly affects the Vulcan models. The speedometer would sometimes act up. It would
show inaccurate speeds and sometimes stop working altogether. Users found that the

speedometer cable housing was not entirely closed, and this led to the speedometer acting up.
On the Vulcan , the speedometer cable housing can be a bit tricky to get to. So those who fixed
the problem were able to use a pair of long-nosed pliers to get the housing closed. The
Kawasaki Vulcan models were a big player in the cruiser market, especially in the US. This
might be because of the great handling and the power of the engine. The Kawasaki Vulcan S
model has a steady crop of Kawasaki cruiser fans. It puts out a maximum of RPM at 63Nm, and
all that power comes to a smooth stop with an improved braking system. Most owners of the
new Vulcan S model from Kawasaki brag about its stopping power. The bike features ABS and a
single mm disc front brake. The seating position on the Kawasaki Vulcan models has always
been comfortable and can go up against some of the best cruisers in the same range. Little
creature comforts, such as a clever neutral-finder at stops, floorboards, and a backrest for the
passenger, plus electronic cruise control, add to the superb package that makes the Kawasaki
Vulcan Nomad a great model you might not have considered. Kawasaki market research has
determined that a primary concern for motorcycle buyersâ€”first-timers and experienced
ridersâ€”is finding a motorcycle that physically fits. Picking a new bike is not unlike trying on a
new pair of shoes, and it is here that the all-new Kawasaki Vulcan S Ergo-Fit concept provides a
fresh approach. NB: These prices are estimated and may vary concerning your location. Also,
the model and the mileage may play a part in its price range. Skip to content. We may earn
commissions through our links. Table of Contents. Was this article helpful? Click to share Did
you find wrong information or was something missing? We would love to hear your thoughts!
Name not required. Email not required. Handlebar Measurements Thanks to Sideroad Cycles.
The chart below shows stock handlebar measurements for most motorcycles on the road today.
Use the measurements as a starting place for deciding whether new bars will give you a more
comfortable riding position. Ask yourself before buying, will you need new cables and brake
lines with new bars? This amount will be very close to how much additional cable and brake line
that you may need. Obviously the best method is to fit the new bars to the motorcycle and then
make the increased length determinations, if needed at all. When planning for new bars, make
sure to allow room for your new bars to clear your gas
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tank on full lock turn. Use the measurements as a starting place for deciding whether new bars
will give you a more comfortable riding position Ask yourself before buying, will you need new
cables and brake lines with new bars? Honda Model. Honda Description. Shadow Aero Welded
Risers. Kawasaki Model. Kawasaki Description. Vulcan , Classic, Classic LT. Vulcan Classic.
Suzuki Model. Boulevard 40 Risers 7"H x 3" PB. Welded T- Bars. Yamaha Model. Triumph Model.
Triumph Description. Bonneville America. Ducati Model. Harley Model. Sportster Sportster
Hugger. Sportster Sport. Dyna Super Gld T Sport. Dyna Super Glide Sport. Dyna Super Glide.
Dyna Super Glide Custom. Dyna Wide Glide. Night Train Risers 6"H. Heritage Springer. Springer
Softail. Springer Softail Classic. Heritage Classic. Heritage Softail Classic. Road King Classic.
Road King Custom. Road Glide. Electra Glide Standard. Electra Glide Classic. Buell Model.
Victory Model. Victory Description. Indian Model. Chief-Delux, Roadmaster.

